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Black Power means, for example, that in Lowndes County, Alabama, a black sheriff can end police brutality.  A 
black tax assessor and tax collector and county board of revenue can lay, collect, and channel tax monies for the 
building of better roads and schools serving black people.  In such areas as Lowndes, where black people have a 
majority, they will attempt to use power to exercise control.  This is what they seek: control.  When black 
people lack a majority, Black power means proper representation and sharing of control.  It means the creation 
of power bases, of strength, from which black people can press to change local or nation-wide patterns of 
oppression – instead of from weakness. 

It does not mean merely putting black faces into office.  Black visibility is not Black Power.  Most of the black 
politicians around the country today are not examples of Black Power.  The power must be that of a community, 
and emanate from there.  The black politicians must start from there.  The black politicians must stop being 
representatives of “downtown” machines, whatever the cost might be in terms of lost patronage and holiday 
handouts.  

Black Power recognizes – it must recognize – the ethnic basis of American politics as well as the power-
oriented nature of American politics.  Black Power therefore calls for black people to consolidate behind their 
own, so that they can bargain from a position of strength.  But while we endorse the procedure of group 
solidarity and identity for the purpose of attaining certain goals in the body politic, this does not mean that black 
people should strive for the same kind of rewards (i.e., end results) obtained by the white society.  The ultimate 
values and goals are not domination or exploitation of other groups, but rather an effective share in the total 
power of the society.  

Questions to Answer:

1. According to the authors, what is Black Power? 

2. How would the authors respond to the following statement? “Race relations are better than ever now that  
Barack Obama has been elected President of the United States.”



Black Power.  Martin Luther King, Jr.

Beneath all the satisfaction of a gratifying slogan, Black Power is a nihilistic philosophy born out of the 
conviction that the Negro can’t win.  It is, at bottom, the view that American society is so hopelessly 
corrupt and enmeshed in evil that there is no possibility of salvation from within.  Although this thinking 
is understandable as a response to a white power structure that never completely committed itself to true 
equality to the Negro, and a die-hard mentality that sought to shut all windows and doors against the 
winds of change, it nonetheless carries the seeds of its own doom…

Unfortunately, when hope diminishes, the hate is often turned most bitterly toward those who originally 
built up the hope.  In all the speaking that I have done in the United States before varied audiences, 
including some hostile whites, the only time that I have been booed was one night in a Chicago mass 
meeting by some young members of the Black Power movement.  I went home that night with an ugly 
feeling.  Selfishly I thought of my sufferings and sacrifices over the last twelve years.  Why would they 
boo one so close to them?  But as I lay awake thinking, I finally came to myself, and I could not for the 
life of me have less than patience and understanding for those young people.  For twelve years I, and 
others like me, had held out radiant promises of progress.  I had preached to them about my dream.  I 
had lectured to them about the not too distant day when they would have freedom, “all, here and now.”  I 
had urged them to have faith in America and in the white society.  Their hopes had soared.  They were 
now booing because they felt that we were unable to deliver on our promises.  They were booing 
because we had urged them to have faith in people who had too often proved to be unfaithful.  They 
were now hostile because they were watching the dream that they had so readily accepted turn into a 
frustrating nightmare…

In a multiracial society no group can make it alone.  It is a myth to believe that the Irish, the Italians and 
the Jews –the ethnic groups that Black Power advocates cite as justification for their views – rose to 
power through separatism.  It is true that they stuck together.  But their group unity was always enlarged 
by joining in alliances with other groups such as political machines and trade unions.  To succeed in a 
pluralistic society, and an often hostile one at that, the Negro obviously needs organized strength, but 
that strength will only be effective when it is consolidated through constructive alliances with the 
majority group.

1. According to the author, what is Black Power? 

2. How might Carmichael respond to King’s assessment of why he was surprised by being booed by 
the Black Panther?


